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A heavy duty stretcher mainly smoothens out a canvas, and helps an artist get started with his/her
artwork. The bars could be built of metal, wood or alloy, but the artists most prefer the wooden ones
that are normally built of fir or pine. With the online existence of warehouses, it has become very
easy to find stretcher bars fitting, according to your requirements and sizes.  They render the ones
that are built with the help of advanced wood working machines to make sure precise fitting. A
stretcher frame is built of best quality wood that helps canvases keep wrinkle-free and tight. Four
stretcher bars are used to form a frame, but they donâ€™t remain attached to each other permanently.
Thanks to woodâ€™s ability that undergoes contraction and expansion due to changes in the moisture
level in the atmosphere. The corners of the frames are given complex interlocking joints, angled
miter joints and butt joints so that they can fit the bars with each other.

Variety in Heavy Duty Stretcher

The online warehouses render three chief ranges of heavy duty stretcher known as â€“medium or
heavy duty, the super heavy duty, midi heavy duty. The heavy duty or medium Goldilocks are the
ideal option if you want a substantial side profile to make your art more valuable. The heavy duty
midi work best for bars of excellent quality at low costs. The super duty heavy ones have much
strongness and sturdiness. They mainly help mount extremely heavy canvases. So, you can order a
stretcher bar online, as per your chosen size and exigencies. Coast to coast fast shipping can also
be availed at reasonable rates. A stretcher frame helps augment the beauty and value of your
artwork and grab the attention of the admirers. 

Why to use Heavy Duty Stretcher

Heavy duty stretcher is also able to protect your canvas from physical damage. It protects the
artwork and secures it as much as possible. With the help of them, you can bring in your canvas
beautifully for your friends and critics to think highly of it. Tackle or staple gun generally helps attach
the canvas to a stretcher frame. With a view to achieving a smooth surface, attaching the canvas
from all sides carefully is very wise decision. For the best outcome, only the experts need to handle
the assembling work. So, a heavy duty stretcher is the best option.
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